We are now offering a three tier option for purchasing chemicals. Please take a minute to read about each level and
its offers and restrictions.
Regular Price- This price is for products that are charged to your account after being applied through our machines.
Products at this price do qualify for full service, programs, patronage, and advise on correct use.
o
o

This does NOT change the price if you prepaid that product ahead of time. Products prepaid will be
charged at the prepay price whether they are run through our machines or picked up by the producer.
This is also the price charged when a customer comes in to pay with a credit card.

Carry Out- This is for products that are picked up at our locations or delivered to the farm. Historically, we required
payment at the time. With our new format, these products will be applied to your monthly bill. If you choose to pay at
the time you pick up, that is always allowed as well, just no longer required. We will provide pumps, meters, shuttles,
recommendation advice, delivery (when possible on larger orders), grower programs, warranties, returns, and
everything same as before.
Restrictions on Carry Out


Those on the no-charge list are still required to pay at the time of pick up.
Patronage will not qualify for these transactions just like before.

Wholesale- This provides an option for customers to pick up a product at the cheapest possible price in season. Payment
is required the day of pick up. If payment is not made by end of day, the price will be moved to the Carry-Out price and
charged to the grower’s account
Restrictions on Wholesale:
o
o

o

Must pay the day of pick-up NO EXCEPTIONS!
None of the following are provided:
 Deliveries
 Pumps or Meters
 Warranties
 Product Guarantees
 Help with Splits
 Recommendations and Advice
 Grower Programs
 Patronage
Not all products will qualify for Wholesale Pricing

Please call with other questions or concerns.

